The MHD stability of spheromak type equilibria from the classical spheromak configuration to the diffuse pinch limit are analyzed numerically. It is found that oblate configurations of eilioticity 0.5 have the optimum stability properties with regard to internal MHD modes and can be stabilized up to an engineering 8 of 15% (defined with re spect to the applied external field strength for equilibrium) Stability to global modes requires that a conducting shell surround the plasma. The location of the shell is de pendent on geometry and the current profile, but realistic configurations that are stable to all ideal MHD modes have been found with the shell located at ~ 1.2 minor radii.
I. INTRODUCTION
The "SpheromaJc" configuration shown in Fig. 1 was first studied ri,2i many years ago.
It is characterized by low total beta (as well as low poloidal beta) equilibria that are almost force-force.
Recently, the advantages of this configuration as a potential fusion reactor have been recognized and have led to studies of the MHD r 3 4 1 stability properties.
-'
With no external toroidal field, the engineering difficulties associated with tokamak toroidal field coils and a toroidal blanket are eliminated. This simplicity plus the resultant compact reacting plasma could greatly reduce the size and cost of the fusion cell.
These advantages have long been recognized and have been in corporated in the reversed field theta pinch and reversed field mirror concepts, which are spheromaks with zero toroidal field.
[71 However, the proposed injection experiment will contain toroidal field. In contrast to the spheromak, both these devices have few {< 10) Larmor radii within their characteristic dimension and significant pressure on the open field lines.
In the following, we classify any low beta equilibrium with zero toroidal field at the plasma edge as a spheromak. The subsequent discussion uses two definitions of :-;. In the subsequent discussion, we investigate the effect of geometry in the form of ellipticity, aspect, ratio R/a (r&lated to 5)» and current profile shaping as determined by the exponent a, on the ideal MHD stability of such equilibria. The role of the exponent u can be clarifiec Ly noting that zero beta solutions with a = 1 correspond to force free profiles where J a B, and a = 1/? corresponds to constant toroidal current solutions for zero beta at large aspect ratio. As a increases above unity, the current profile becomes progressively more peaked in the vicinity of the magnetic axis.
In this section, we analyse the ideal and resistive Mercier criteria, and ideal free surface mode stability of spheron'ak. equi libria as functions of ellipticty < , current shaping a, ard wall position ." . I' is defined as the ratio of the distance of a w w perfectly conducting wall that surrounds the plasma to the minor radius, and is relevant only to free surface mode stability.
The ideal Mercier criterion may be expressed as The effect of ellipticity on the achievable $ is shown in Fig. 3 for a fixed toroidal plasma current. By oblating the con figuration to K ~ 0.5 the optimum B-value is increased to B = 35%, 0 =5.5%. However, with further oblation (K < 0.5) , the magnetic field at the plasma edge increases and consequently the 3 decreases, e Figure 4 shows the advantage of flattening the current profile that results from increasing gradients of current and safety factor near the plasma edge. These results must be interpreted with caution, since cases for which a < 1.0 have a poloidal current jump at the plasma boundary, and when < 0.5 there is also a toroidal current jump. Such jumps do not affect internal mode stability, but are significant for the free boundary modes described below.
Secondly, for a < 0.7 the safety factor profile tends to become doubly valued within the plasma volume. Marginal stability could still be achieved provided g£ = 0 at this point. Thus the result in Fig. 4 for a < 1.0 should be given the qualitative interpretation that flattening the current profile tends to improve MUD stability. We now turn to consideration of global modes, driven primarily by the parallel current, where a vacuum region extends between the plasma edge and an encircling wall a constant distance from the plasma. In the spheromak, such modes are unstable even at zero B when the vacuum extends to infinity. Our calculations using a modified version of the PEST Code required a small residual vacuum toroidal field (~ 1% of that at the magnetic axis) to avoid numerical singularities. The unstable eigenvectors were found to be insensitive to the magnitude of the residual field.
In the diffuse pinch limit with R/a = 6.7, K = 0.5, we find unstable modes for 1 <n< 9 (where n is the toroidal mode number).
All modes with nq < 1 (q is the q-value.at the magnetic axis) have a poloidal plane structure similar to the n = 1 mode of There exist three other ideal global MHD modes which we have not discussed. These are radial, vertical and tilting instabilities.
The first two were found to exist but are readily stabilized at large V , so that the critical wall location is always determined by the m -1 modes described above. The tilting mode, which has been discussed elsewhere, is excluded by our boundary condition that there be zero perturbation at the axisymmetric axis. Fie. I'j. 3 , J , B , J along the radial axis for a hollow t i P P current profile equilibrium (in normalized units). 
